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Editor's Note, Nov. 21, 2008: The story has been corrected to reflect that the character of George's 
father is played by two actors. 

Now that the stage version of the classic Frank Capra film "It's a Wonderful Life" is becoming popular, 
Actors' Repertory Theatre of Simi has decided to go one note further and present a musical based on the 
same film. "A Wonderful Life," by composer Joe Raposo with lyrics and book by veteran Sheldon 
Harnick, surfaced in the late '80s but never had a run on Broadway. 

Still, the credentials are solid. The late Raposo, who garnered most of his fame as a songwriter for "The 
Muppets" and associated spinoffs, was a classically trained musician whose songs were embraced by 
such stylists as Frank Sinatra. With Harnick, the lyricist behind such Broadway hits as "Fiddler on the 
Roof," he fashioned a show whose music leavens the good-hearted businessman vs. financial tyrant 
trajectory of the piece with sweet, home-based songs and a rousing Charleston scene. 

Actors' Repertory Theatre of Simi, which has a reputation for producing solid musicals, has lined up an 
experienced cast supported by a number of talented understudies, four of whom were conspicuously 
onstage on opening night in a shuffle that allows other actors to finish their runs in other county shows. 
The subs had nothing to be ashamed of. 

Principal among them is Genevieve Levin as Mary Hatch (scheduled to be played through the rest of the 
run by Dawn Notagiacomo), the hometown girl that hero George Bailey marries. Levin has a lovely 
voice and is an effective actor who exudes warmth, compassion and a jot of humor to balance Bailey's 
darker view on life. Michael German plays George with the almost constantly furrowed brow of one 
who has seen his dreams of education, travel and wealth disintegrate when his father dies young and he 
is called upon to stay at home and run the family savings and loan while younger brother Harry heads to 
college. Despite his major disappointment, George commits to the business and to enabling everyday 
citizens of his Bedford Falls, N.Y., hometown to afford simple houses, even to the point of pouring his 
honeymoon stash into emergency payouts to his customers when the stock markets crash and bank 
lending dries up. 

Rushes on banks, plummeting stocks, joblessness? What once seemed quaint about the story that begins 
in 1928 brings it front and center in today's economic turmoil. Even a George Bailey might not be able 
to solve today's problems, but it's quintessentially American to think that a good guy who cares about his 
fellow men and women can make a major difference in troubled times. 

German sings sturdily and is perhaps less bothered by the challenging twists and turns of melodic line 
created by Raposo. Others in the cast have more difficulty finding exactly the right notes at the right 
times, but all display appealing qualities in their voices. Robert Weibezahl as George’s father is one who 
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unveils a genuinely fine voice that’s a good fit for the parental role. Weibezahl and Steve Perren will 
alternate in the role throughout the show’s run. Paul Panico adds a touch of angelic dance to his singing 
skills as Clarence, the guardian angel-in-progress who will win his wings if he makes George 
understand what the world would have lost had he not been born into it. 

Acting and singing standouts in supporting roles are Brian Becker as George's fortunate younger brother 
Harry, Nick Ferguson as the breezy Charleston competition emcee and upwardly mobile competition for 
Mary's hand, and Corban Shepherd as the town's none-too-good girl. In fact, the entire Charleston scene, 
choreographed along with the rest of the smoothly moving show by Kelly Wilkinson, is a high-kicking 
success. 

Bart Sumner, as George's good-willed but feckless Uncle Billy, does a fine turn as a foolish but lovable 
character, and Howard Leader rumbles ominously as the villain banker, Henry Potter. 

George Kraleman directs the show, with Gary Poirot lending a steady hand as music director, Matthew 
Park making the choral moments shine and producer Jan Glasband pulling it all together. 

— E-mail Rita Moran at ritamoran@earthlink.net. 
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